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ABSTRACT 
Given operator polynomials A( A) and B(h), one of which is manic, conditions are 
given for the existence of operator polynomials C(X) and D(X) such that A( X)C( X) + 
B( A)D( X) = I for every X E C. A special case will give a characterization of controlla- 
bility of an infinite-dimensional linear control system. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X and x be complex Hilbert spaces, and let i;(X, X) denote the 
space of bounded linear operators from X to X. [We write C(X) = 
QX, x1.1 
Let A(h) be a monk operator polynomial with values in C(X): 
Z-l 
A(X) = AzZ, + C AAj, 
j=O 
where I, is the identity operator on X. Let B(X) be an operator polynomial 
with values in C(X, X): 
~$4) = E xjBj. 
j=O 
The aim of this paper is to give some conditions for the existence of 
operator polynomials C(X) and D(X), with values in C(X) and C(X, X) 
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respectively, such that for every h E c (complex numbers) 
A(X)C(X)+ B(A)D(A) = I,. 
2. STANDARD TRIPLES 
To formulate the results, we need the notion of standard triples of the 
manic operator polynomial A(X), introduced by Gohberg, Lancaster, and 
Rodman [4]. Denote by X(‘) the direct sum of 1 copies of X. Given operators 
Tj’ C(X,‘%) (j= 1,2 ,..., Z), let us use the notation row( Tj)f= 1 and col( T& 1 
to denote the operators 
/ 
T, \ 
(T, ... T,) E ?(X”‘Jx), : E C(‘X,W’), 
i, / 
respectively. 
A triple (X, T, Y) is called a standard triple for A(X) if X E c(‘%‘“, :7i), 
T E C(%(“), and Y E C(FIc, ‘x”‘), and the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) the operator col(XTj):$ is invertible; (2) Cg:hA jXTj + XT’ = 0; (3) 
Y = [col(XTj);,;] 1 COl(Gj~Z)& r, where ajf is the Kronecker symbol. An 
example of a standard triple (X, T, Y) for A(X) is 
X = row( SaZ)i= 1, T=C,, Y=col(8jlz);+ 
where C, is the companion operator for A(h), that is, 
0 Z 0 . . . 0 
0 0 Z . . 0 
c,= : : 
0 0 0 . . . 
-A, -A, -A, ... -A,_, 
3. RESULTS 
The following is our main result. 
THEOREM. Let A(h) and B(X) be operator polynomials as given above, 
and let (X, T, Y) be a standard triple for A(X). Then the following conditions 
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are equivalent: 
x E(k!, Th 
ere exist operator polynomials C(X) and D(X) such that for every 
A(X)C(X)+B(X)D(h) = 1,. 
(ii) The operator polynomial (A(X), B(X)) with value in C( X @ %, x) is 
right invertible for every X E Q=. 
(iii) For so7ne integer r, the operator row(TjZ);,, is right invertible, where 
n, P 2 = Cj=,TJYBj~ C(%, EK: (0 ). 
In the finite-dimensional case, it is well known (e.g., [2, p. 181) that 
conditions (i) and (ii) are equivalent to relative primeness of A(X) and B(X). 
In the infinite-dimensional case, Rodman [5] proved the equivalence of (i) and 
(ii)forA(h)=AI%-A [A=C(X)]. 
When A(X) = XI - A and B(X) = B, where A E C(X) and B E C(‘%, x), 
condition (iii) in the Theorem is the well-known controllability criterion for a 
linear control system 
jc(t)=Ax(t)+Bu(t), 
that is, the operator row( AjB);=, is right invertible (e.g., [2, p. 211). There is a 
generalization of controllability to infinite-dimensional systems which is char- 
acterized by this condition 131. In this connection the following special case of 
the Theorem is of some interest. 
COROLLARY 1. Let A E C(X) and B E c(x, X). Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
(i) There exist operator polynomials C(X) and D(X) such that for every 
XEa) 
(X - A)C(X)+ BD(X) = I,. 
(ii) For every X E C, (X - A, B) is right invertible. 
(iii) There exists some integer r such that the operator row( AjB)j_, is right 
invertible. 
The Theorem can be generalized to the case of a finite number of operator 
polynomials. 
COROLLARY 2. Let A,(X), A,(h), . , . ,A,(A) be operator polynomials with 
values in C(X), and assume that one of them is rnonic. Zf for every X E Q=, 
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the operator row( A j( h)& i is right invertible, then there exist operator 
pokmmiah C,(A), C,(h), . . . , C,(h) E Ls(3c) such that 
i A,.(X)C,.(X) = I, XEC. 
j=l 
and 
In fact, suppose A,(X) is manic and apply the Theorem to A(h) : = A,(X) 
B(h): = row(A/A)&,. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 
The following Lemma is essentially the same as Theorem 12 in [4]. 
LEMMA. Let L(A) be a manic operator polynomial of degree 1 with a 
standard triple (X, T, Y ), and let F(X) = C~=,,XjFj be an entire operator-valued 
function. Then there exists an entire operator-valued function G(X) such that 
F(h)=L(X)G(X), XE@, ifundonly ifET&TjYFj=O. 
Proof. From the equality L(h))’ = X(h - T)-‘Y for X E p(T) (the re- 
solvent set of T) [4], the coefficient of hmk in the Laurent expansion of 
L(h)-‘F(h) at infinity is XTk-’ ETzOTjYFj for k = 1,2,. . . . Since 
col(XTj)fLb is invertible, we see that L(X)-‘F(A) is entire if and only if 
CT&T JYFj = 0. n 
Proof of ‘?%eorem. (i) 9 (ii) is trivial. 
(ii) * (iii): Since (A( A), B(X)) is right invertible for every A E @, by 
Allan’s theorem [l] there exist entire operator functions C(X) and D(X) with 
values in C(X) and C(X, X), respectively, such that 
A(h)C(A)+B(X)D(X)=Z, hEQ= 
Therefore A(A)-‘[I - B(h)D(h)] is entire, and by the Lemma we have 
Y = E TjZDj, 
j=O 
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where Z=C~==,TjYgjandD(A)=C~oXjDi. Forj=O,l,..., put 
I Di o\ 
D;“= ’ . E C(V), X(Q). 
0 ‘4 
Then from the equality obtained above, 
row( TjY):ii = f Tjrow( TkZ):lb Dj’). 
j=O 
Since row(TjY )::A is invertible, there exists some integer r such that 
i Tjrow( TkZ)L:‘, Djl) 
j=O 
is invertible. If we denote the inverse of C;,,Tjrow(TkZ)~~~DDj(l) by 
colt=, (V, E C(X(‘), X), k = 1,2,. . .,Z>, then 
i Tjrow(T”Z):lbcol(DjV~)~=, = I, 
j=O 
and row(TkZ);+=\- ’ is right invertible. 
(iii) j (i): By assumption, there exist operators Dj E C( x, x) (j= 0, 1, . . . , 
r ) such that 
row(TiZ)~=ocoi(Dj)~=, =Y. 
Define D(X)=CI=,AjDy Then A(X))‘[Z- B(A)D(X)] is entire, by the 
Lemma. Since A(A)-’ is analytic at cc and I - B( h)D( X) is a polynomial, 
C(A)= A(h)-‘[I - B(A)D(X)] is a polynomial and A(X)C(X)+ B(X)D(A) 
= I. n 
Added note. The referee pointed out that the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) 
in Corollary 1 was independently obtained in a forthcoming paper by 
Kaashoek, van der Mee, and Rodman: “ Analytic operator functions with 
compact spectrum, III, Hilbert space case: inverse problems and applications.” 
The author wishes to thank Professor T. Ando for many helpful conversa- 
tions. 
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